Awards Committee

- Solidify packet or guide for award/scholarship submissions and develop concurrent sessions for regional conferences.
- Develop Awards Committee Charter for: rules, requirements, functions, and roles.
- Formalize rubric for guidelines, including point scale to separate Certificate of Merit and Award Winners with clear distinction and addressing what warrants COM and Award winners – including prior campus/regional award winners.
Finance Committee

- Regularly review and discuss quarterly budget summaries.
- Continue growing the Scholarship Fund not only building upon 2015-2016 ideas, but also creating new ideas for fundraising.
- Identify accounting concerns and/or necessary actions related to scholarship growth.
Global Initiatives Committee

- Articles/Contributions by international members to Journal, Review, Clearinghouse and/or AAT.
- Recommendations of enhancing communication between members globally via the NACADA website. (e.g. discussion forum, wiki)
- Assessment of ELP accessibility for international members.
- Completion of proposal for Visiting Advisor Program.
- Enhance visibility of international contributions to conferences.
- Expansion of relevant international network of associations and organizations.
Inclusion and Engagement Committee

- Align the new committee name with the work (i.e. tasks and actions) of the committee – to evaluate, educate, and advocate for equity and inclusion in all aspects of the association.
Membership Recruitment & Retention Committee

- Establish a common core for new member orientation (individual orientation and at regional conferences)
- Develop proposal for NACADA “Ambassador”* program.
- Develop an emerging professional resource.

*Name subject to change
Professional Development Committee

- Prepare recommendations for a gap analysis to review unmet needs, wants, activities, and services for all types of academic advisors and advising administrators, for submission (by Sept 2018) to the Board of Directors for review and discussion at the 2018 Annual Conference in Phoenix.
Research Committee

- Update mission, goals, and activities of the committee.
- Provide mentoring for developing scholars.
- Recognize the importance of scholarly inquiry (S.I.) to advising.
- Increase use of S.I. to enhance the field of advising.
- Expand field’s capacity to conduct S.I.
- Promote new research, publication, and presentation of research from association membership.
- Increase inclusion and diversity within committee membership.
Submit proposal for Leadership Academy framework that provides structure to train and support prospective association leaders.

The proposal will include goals and outcomes with metrics for the Leadership Academy and its participants – including a budget to start and maintain the Leadership Academy.
Create a training program for consultants/speakers that will also serve as the primary training for the Condition of Excellence of Academic Advisement
Administrators’ Institute Advisory Board

- Academic Admins. that attend institute will receive relevant and up to date experience based on current trends and needs.

- Winter Seminar topic: Continue to identify topics and delivery plans that can be added to a repository of events.

- Collaborative activities: The AIAB will find new ways to recruit new members and find ways to sustain other partnerships that enhance opportunities for members.
Annual Conference Advisory Board

- Conduct review of current tracks and keyword system for Call for Proposals.
- Discuss and review current annual conference structure.
- Evaluate current use of ribbons at A.C.
Assessment Institute Advisory Board

- Increase yearly number of qualified intern applications.
- Interns have a clear understanding of their role and responsibilities, particularly regarding their mentor; mentor understands expectations and role of mentor.
- Increase number of scholarship applicants over the next 2 years.
- Faculty and members understand connection of core competencies and curriculum of institute.
- Continue to assess and revise curriculum.
- Continue to support attendees post-event.
ELP Advisory Board

- Support the work of the ELP-AB subcommittees to achieve their goals through the promotion and communication of the program.

- To support the ongoing development of leadership, provide opportunities for individuals to get involved, and understand their own leadership path within NACADA.
NCAA Advisory Board

- Advocate for Association members to engage in effective advising strategies to meet educational and developmental needs of student-athletes.
- Disseminate to members NCAA policies that govern college athletics and influence advising of student athletes.
- Education membership regarding knowledge of NCAA rules, regulations, and legislation.
Publications Advisory Board

- Identify a successful Chair for the Publications Advisory Board.
Summer Institute Advisory Board

- Implement curriculum changes based on the needs of Summer Institute participants.
- Continue efforts to diversify Institute faculty and varying levels of expertise in the field.
Technology Advisory Board

▪ Increase number of total offerings for virtual opportunities and increase the number of institutions participating in professional development offerings (including webinars, Q&A’s with leadership, and online tutorials).

▪ Increase the use of innovative technology to recruit new members, and how many members are yielded via technological sources.

▪ Expand technology resources to support the work of the Association.
Webinar Advisory Board

- Continue to work on a communication plan to inform membership of the Webinars and to encourage the submission of proposals and presenters.
- Increase purchase of digital copies of past webinars by institutions.
- Develop the communication of value of webinars to membership and campus administrators via marketing efforts.